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In 1975, Ruth Frank, married and living in the United States, returns to South Africa to visit her aging
parents. There she resumes an old liaison with Hugh Stillington, liberal man of Africa, who lives in a
bungalow overlooking the Indian Ocean. Hugh’s world is a South Africa Ruth has never known — lush,
wild, comfortably dilapidated, socially and politically courageous. Intoxicated, she begins to feel at home
there, setting herself beyond the pale of her own society, and in the way of danger.

"Ruth Frank, the child-narrator of Freed's critically acclaimed Home Ground , has grown up in this appealing
novel. Having married and settled in America, she returns to South Africa after her father suffers a heart
attack. There, she resumes her youthful romance with Hugh Stillington, a reform-minded landowner from a
prosperous family of sugar barons. Both a member of the South African diaspora with unshakeable ties to
her homeland and a Jew, Ruth is an outsider belonging neither in America nor in the country of her birth.
Only in Hugh's bungalow does she experience the "keen sense of being in the right place." But when Hugh is
murdered, leaving her pregnant, Ruth is forced to confront her sense of displacement. Ruth is a compelling
heroine whose experiences shed light on white South Africa and its assumptions about race, class and
belonging. And while the political turmoil of that country occasionally surfaces in a passing reference to
Sharpeville or when an Indian writer is imprisoned for his views, the real story--like that of the biblical
Ruth--is one of personal alienation and belonging. Though Freed's prose tends toward the heavy-handed, her
main character's placelessness is powerfully rendered and profoundly felt."
—Library Journal
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From reader reviews:

Charlotte Ramsey:

Here thing why that The Bungalow are different and trusted to be yours. First of all studying a book is good
however it depends in the content of it which is the content is as delicious as food or not. The Bungalow
giving you information deeper and in different ways, you can find any book out there but there is no guide
that similar with The Bungalow. It gives you thrill reading through journey, its open up your personal eyes
about the thing that will happened in the world which is probably can be happened around you. It is possible
to bring everywhere like in playground, café, or even in your method home by train. If you are having
difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of The Bungalow in e-book can be your
alternative.

Patricia Oyler:

Often the book The Bungalow has a lot of information on it. So when you make sure to read this book you
can get a lot of profit. The book was compiled by the very famous author. The writer makes some research
ahead of write this book. This particular book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after looking
over this book.

Theodore Parish:

Is it you actually who having spare time in that case spend it whole day by means of watching television
programs or just laying on the bed? Do you need something new? This The Bungalow can be the solution, oh
how comes? A book you know. You are so out of date, spending your extra time by reading in this fresh era
is common not a nerd activity. So what these books have than the others?

William Littlejohn:

A lot of reserve has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by net on social media. You can
choose the top book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is referred
to as of book The Bungalow. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it can
add your knowledge and make you actually happier to read. It is most critical that, you must aware about
publication. It can bring you from one location to other place.
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